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Abstract
The lack of reliable data for ground solar irradiance (direct
normal and global irradiance) is a major obstacle for the development of adequate policies to promote and take advantage of existing solar technologies. Although the radiation
that reaches the outer layers of the atmosphere is well defined
and can be easily calculated, the solar irradiance that reaches
the ground level where solar collectors (thermal and photovoltaic) operate depends strongly on localized and complex
atmospheric conditions. These effects are particularly strong
on the Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI). Because cloud cover
corresponds to the strongest effect on ground insolation, no
statistical method that ignores micro-scale (< 2 km) or mesogamma scale (2–20 km) weather systems can succeed in estimating real-time and/or forecasting solar power availability. In this regard, mass deployment of ground measurement
points is often necessary for precise solar irradiance mapping. However, a significant problem of this approach is
that the instrumentation necessary for gathering high quality ground data on solar irradiance in general, and DNI in
particular is expensive, so deploying it in large scale requires
a non-trivial investment. In order to tackle this problem, our
work proposes a Solar Dome Instrument (SDI), a novel lowcost solar irradiance measurement device constructed using
commercial off-the-shelf components that provides global irradiance (GHI), diffuse irradiance (DHI) and DNI. The SDI
hardware and software provides GHI readings with less than
3% NRMSE and DNI readings with less than 7% NRMSE
compared to the traditional, more expensive solar irradiance
instrumentation such as NIP/PSP solar tracker and MFR7 radiometer, while reducing the sensor acquisition cost at
least 20 to 30 times and further reducing maintenance and
operational costs.

1

Introduction

The increasing utilization of solar-based power systems has
created much interest in the technical and economic impacts
of the solar resource availability and variability [19]. However, the lack of reliable data for ground solar irradiance (direct normal and global irradiance) is a major obstacle for the
development of adequate policies to promote and take advantage of existing solar technologies [5]. Although the radiation that reaches the outer layers of the atmosphere is well
defined and can be easily calculated [5], the solar irradiance
that reaches the ground level where solar collectors (ther-

mal and photovoltaic) operate depends strongly on localized
and complex atmospheric conditions. For example, it is well
known that cloud cover, aerosol content, and the presence
of participating gases in the lower atmosphere (water vapor,
carbon dioxide) and in the stratosphere (ozone) can reduce
the availability of direct insolation at the ground level to a
small fraction of the solar irradiance that reaches the upper
atmosphere [5]. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate real-time
and/or forecasting solar power availability with only statistical models.
The problem is substantially more complicated for the
characterization of Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) [5],
which is the portion of the total solar irradiation that is most
useful for solar concentrators. Solar concentrators that can
concentrate in excess of 500 times the solar flux are currently
considered the most viable technology for solar utilization,
particularly in direct photovoltaic conversion systems due to
economical concerns. Utility-scale solar thermal-power systems also use primarily DNI for both solar-tower and solartrough power plants, but in this case the concentration ratios and the acceptance angles are slightly more forgiven.
Because most commercially viable solar technologies use
higher concentrator techniques, knowledge about DNI availability is of critical importance in designing, implementing
and deploying such power plants. Most importantly, the correct geographical placement of such plants demands, in excess of other critical human and physical geography information, a solid understanding of the solar resources available
locally at the specific deployment sites.
DNI information is traditionally measured through two
distinct experimental methods: the first is direct measurement at the ground level using Normal Incident Pyrheliometers (NIPs) mounted on Solar Trackers (STs); the second involves the indirect determination of DNI by subtracting the
diffuse irradiance from the global irradiance. In the second
case, the diffuse radiation is obtained by blocking the direct
solar beam with either a shadow band or a shadow disk (in
the case of the shadow band, the data collected must be corrected for the additional band of sky that is blocked). In principle, with a Precision Spectral Pyranometer (PSP) equipped
with a Shade Disk Kit (SDK), one is able to determine both
components that make up the global solar irradiance (DNI
and diffuse). However, SDK systems do not replicate absolute radiometer results with the same accuracy and precision
of NIPs.

To address the need of large scale solar radiation data, solar mapping programs such as SWERA [13] and the National
Solar Radiation Database at NRReDC [12] offer databases of
solar irradiance mapping for large geographical areas. The
major limitation of these available databases is the fact that
there is no real time solar irradiance information, and therefore no forecasting capability. In addition to these two critical limitations, the current services rely on mechanistic models and satellite image processing to estimate DNI and total
solar irradiance for very extensive areas that were never actually compared against ground measurements. These models
(see e.g. [2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18]) are poorly validated
against high-quality ground data, and therefore the accuracy
of the satellite maps is compromised.
The constraints described above indicate the need for
more precise and reliable ground data, which in turn should
be used to develop more accurate satellite image models.
While getting a large number of measurement points is a
necessary condition, in practice this is difficult to achieve.
The problem of this approach is that the instrumentation
(such as PSP and NIPs) necessary for gathering high quality ground data on solar irradiance and DNI is expensive,
so deploying it in large scale requires a non-trivial investment. Renting of equivalent equipment is discarded because
of the well-known longtime exposure degradation of thermopiles [5], which would bring uncertainty to our data. Perhaps more importantly, finding suitable locations for deployment is equally or more difficult, due to the size of the equipment, the power consumption, access, routine attention due
to the moving parts required for DNI measurement, security
and protection needs.
In this work, we propose the design of a new solar irradiance measurement device named Solar Dome Instrument (SDI) as a part of Affordable System for Solar Irradiance Sensing and Tracking (ASSIST) –a National Science
Foundation (NSF) funded project–. A major design goal
of SDI is to offer accurate solar irradiance measurement at
ground level with a fraction of the cost of traditional approaches. By eliminating the moving parts, SDI adopts a
simple physical structure, which is easy to deploy and maintain. Also, SDI uses only commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
components, which significantly reduces the total cost of the
instrument. A significant advantage of the simple structure
and the low cost of SDI is that multiple SDIs can be potentially deployed at multiple locations without much economical cost, and therefore enabling users to obtain very accurate solar irradiance data at fine time granularity from a large
number of measurement points. This, in turn, can be used
develop more accurate models for solar irradiance mapping.
In our design, SDI is a dome shaped device with a large
number of solar irradiance sensors (> 200 sensors in our prototype design) facing different directions above the horizontal plane, such that the solar irradiance can be measured at
multiple angles at the same time. Given the angle of the sensors and the corresponding position of the sun at the time
of the measurement, the global and diffuse irradiance can
be inferred from the sensors facing the sun and the sensors
without direct contact of the sun light respectively. Thus,
DNI can be calculated by subtracting the diffuse irradiance

from the global irradiation in a way similar to PSP devices.
In our prototype design, a SDI can provide DNI as well as
global and diffuse irradiance readings at a time granularity
of 1 second by continuously polling the sensors.
The contribution of this work is two fold. First, we propose the design of the SDI, an affordable solar irradiance
measurement instrument with no moving parts that uses only
COTS components, and define the algorithm to calculate the
global irradiance (GHI), diffuse irradiance (DHI) and direct
normal irradiance (DNI) with the SDI measurement. Second,
we further assemble a prototype SDI with more than 200
sensors under a budget of less than 500 dollars, and evaluate the prototype in a one month field experimentation. With
the prototype SDI, we evaluate the choice of the solar irradiance sensor, and show that the measurement precision of the
prototype is comparable to the MFR-7 co-located in the experiment site. Moreover, by analyzing the results of the prototype SDI, we gain important insights on the design flaws
in the prototype and propose several potential improvements
on future implementation of SDI.
The rest of the paper is organized as the follows. Section 2 introduces basic background information and briefly
discusses the related work on solar irradiance measurement
approaches and the corresponding instruments. Section 3
proposes the overall design of the SDI, whereas Section 4
further presents the details of a prototype SDI. The evaluation of the prototype is presented in Section 5, and Section 6
concludes with potential improvements of SDI.

2

Background and Related Work

Large-scale generation of electric power based on solar irradiance continues progressing as an attractive modality for
clean and efficient generation of electric power. Solar irradiance may reach a horizontal surface on the earth along two
main paths, such as directly from the sun and by way of diffuse irradiance, which does not arrive on a direct path from
the sun (e.g., has no defined direction) since it is made up of
irradiance scattered by molecules and/or particles in the atmosphere. Depending upon cloud conditions and/or time of
day (e.g., solar altitude), both the total amount of irradiance
on the horizontal surface (GHI) and the respective proportions of direct and diffuse irradiance (DNI and DHI), which
make up the global irradiance, may vary greatly. Such solar radiation data are a fundamental input for solar energy
applications such as photovoltaic, solar-thermal systems and
passive solar design.
In order to estimate the short and the long term performance of tilted flat plate collectors, photovoltaic modules
and other solar devices, often a measurement of at least one
of GHI, DNI and DHI solar irradiance components may be
needed. For example, measurements of DNI may be of particular interest in concentrating solar thermal systems and/or
in systems that track the position of the sun [5]. On the other
hand, measurements of DHI or GHI may be of more relevant
in photovoltaic-based (PV-based) systems [5].
In the case of measurements of diffuse irradiance, it is
known to use mechanically-rotatable shadowing device (e.g.,
MFR-7 [21, 8]), where a shadowing mechanical structure,
such as ball, ring or band, generally involves a costly and

complicated mechanical contraption to meet a required mechanical tracking accuracy, which may be difficult to consistently realize over a long period of time in the outdoors.
A further undesirable characteristic of such devices may be
high maintenance cost introduced by the shadowing mechanical structure, which requires physical care to remove excessive dust and dirt to accurately capture the diffuse irradiance
component. Another consideration is that high-intensity direct irradiance may cause sensor burn-in effects, which may
shorten reliable operation of a sensor over time. These factors limited the wide application and deployment of such devices.
Another main sources of solar radiation data are meteorological stations. Meteorological stations usually measure
solar global and diffuse radiation intensities on horizontal
surfaces. Measured solar radiation data on tilted surfaces
are rarely available from the stations alone. Consequently,
the solar radiation incident on a tilted surface must be determined by converting the solar radiation intensities measured
on a horizontal surface to that incident on the tilted surface
of interest in order to design the system size and estimate its
long term performance. Unfortunately, for many areas, solar radiation measurements are not easily available because
of lack of resources to afford the measuring equipments, remote location, and/or simply lack the necessary techniques.
Therefore, many models [14, 9, 18, 17] have been developed
to estimate the amount of global solar radiation on horizontal surfaces on the basis of the more readily available climatic parameters, such as sunshine duration, cloud cover,
humidity, maximum and minimum ambient temperatures,
wind speed, etc. However, considerable error have appeared
concerning estimation of direct solar radiation on horizontal
surfaces because it is usually estimated by subtracting diffuse
radiation from global radiation. In most cases, the method of
subtracting the diffuse radiation from the total radiation does
not give accurate results.
A conventional approach for solar irradiance monitoring
has been to use sky imagers. One particular type of sky
imager is the TSI-880 (TSI), developed by Yankee Environmental Systems [21]. The TSI is composed of a hemispherical mirror with a CCD camera located above it. The mirror
contains a sun tracking shadow-band that continuously covers the mirror from the direct sunlight in order to protect the
camera from the suns reflection. Recently, Chi et al. [4] used
TSI images to produce instantaneous values of Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) using single-point solar irradiance
sensors located in the University of California San Diego meteorological network. They analyzed cloud field propagation
by computing matching errors of the future image given the
current one translated in the direction of the computed velocity field. Their results suggest that TSI could be useful
for forecasting horizons of up to 15 minutes. In [10], cloud
indices obtained from the TSI built-in cloud classification
algorithms and Infrared Radiometric measurements were reported to improve results for 1-hour forecasting of GHI.
The design of SDI proposed in this work differs from previous approaches in two ways. First, SDI eliminates the need
of any moving parts, and therefore it simplifies installation
and only requires minimal maintenance. Second, SDI uses

Figure 1. A depiction of the SDI sensor covered by small
solar irradiation sensors.
only commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components, which
significantly reduces the total cost of the instrument. A significant advantage of the simple structure and the low cost
of SDI is that multiple SDIs can be potentially deployed at
multiple locations without much economical cost, enabling
users to obtain very accurate solar irradiance data at fine time
and space granularity from a large number of measurement
points.
SIPS [1] is a distributed wireless sensor network system
composed of multiple different sensors distributed over region around a PV solar power plant. The large number,
lack of moving parts, and low-cost of the instrumentation
shares with our system similar design tenants, but its goals
are different. While SIPS primary goal is to measure GHI
affected by cloud movement at short time scales, and use
this information for PV power plant output predictions in
the 0-10 minutes range (used for real-time and trading in
the power plan operation), the SDI is designed to measure
GHI, DHI and DNI, which are measurements more useful
for solar technologies based on solar concentrators, both for
solar-tower and solar-through power plants.

3

System Design

This section presents the general design of SDI as well as
the proposed methodology of computing DNI. The detailed
design of a prototype SDI is discussed in the next section as
a reference design.

3.1

SDI Overview

SDI is designed for addressing the cost, deployment and
maintenance limitations of the Normal Incident Pyrheliometers (NIPs) mounted on Solar Trackers (STs). By design,
SDI avoids using any moving parts and uses the statistical
readings of several sensors to produce DNI and total solar
irradiance. Figure 1 shows a depiction of SDI covered by
small solar irradiance sensors. It consists of 2 special translucent domes of different diameters, such that one dome fits
into the other one with a space gap between the two. The inner dome will house a large number of small solar irradiance
sensors to cover the surface of the dome as close as possible,
in particular for the top portion of it. The solar irradiance
sensors include a design of the geometry of the sensor board
to maximize coverage and alignment on the dome. As an
example, the prototype sensor discussed in Section 4 is comprised of circle shaped light sensitive sensing surface, with
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Figure 2. SDI inner dome with geodesic design. Only a
subset of the sensors are illustrated.
a pair of connection cables perpendicular to the sensor so
that the cables can go through a hole to the inside the inner
dome. The outer dome seals the unit and provides protections from the elements. The cables run downward inside the
inner dome and connect to analog signal multiplexers that are
connected to an outdoor-rated data collection/logging device
(PC or other sensor platforms) that is housed on a small case
underneath the dome. Heating exchange and temperature
control (critical for these type of instruments) is provided by
forced fan ventilation exhaust. The proposed methodology
used to recover DNI from the SDI instrument is explained in
Section 3.3. The proposed instrument is projected to cost at
least less than five times the price (see quotations from Eppley) of a Normal Irradiance Pyrheliometer mounted on an
automatic tracker, and will provide simultaneous readings of
Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI), Diffused Horizontal Irradiance (DHI) and Directo Normal Irradiance (DNI).

3.2

to a plastic dome with a diameter of 19 inches.
One concern is that due to the the large number of sensors,
it is impractical to wire all the sensor cables directly to the
data collection PC. Therefore we adopted a two-layer structure to efficiently collect the readings from all the sensors:
the sensors are organized into groups, and each group of sensors connects to an analog multiplexer, which in turn is controlled by the data collection station (PC or small-form embedded computer with network connection). For example,
as depicted in Figure 2, six sensors installed on the dome are
organized as a group and connect to an analog multiplexer.
Based on the input from the select line, the multiplexer forwards the selected sensor input to a single output line. Therefore, by controlling the sensor select line, the data collection
station can instruct the multiplexer to select the corresponding sensor as the output and poll all the sensors connected
to the multiplexer. With several many-to-one multiplexers,
the data collection station can effectively query hundreds of
sensors in a short time frame.

3.3

DNI Calculation Methodology

The relationship between the angle of incidence (θ) of the
DNI beam to a generically positioned sensor and the other
angles in Figure 3 is calculated by the following formula:
cos θ = cos θz cos β + sin θz sin β cos(γs − γ)

(1)

Where θz is the solar zenith angle, γs and αs are the solar
azimuth angle and altitude angle, and β and γ are the slope
angle and azimuth angle of the tilted surface [5].
However, to simplify the formulation and illustrate the
methodology, we describe below the method to determine
the DNI flux Ib for sloped surfaces facing South. Our objective is to compute the DNI flux Ib using statistical data for the
total irradiance that reaches several inclined planes. Multiple sensors for each plane will be used so that the reliability
of the total irradiance measurements for each direction is enhanced. We start by computing the total flux on each tilted
plane using the HDKR (Hay, Davies, Klucher and Reindl)
model [5]:

Dome Design Principles

Figure 2 depicts a general design of the inner dome as well
as the corresponding data collection units. Note that as the
outer dome only serves as a protection layer, here we use the
term “dome” to refer to the inner dome which houses all the
sensors.
As discussed in the previous section, SDI is equipped with
multiple sensors on the surface of the dome such that the solar irradiance can be measured at different angles simultaneously. In order to maximize the coverage of the sensors on
the dome, these solar irradiance sensors should have a small
form factor and long connection cables that are perpendicular to the sensing surface, so that the sensors can be densely
installed on the surface of the dome whereas the connection
cables can be extended into the inside of the dome for centralized data collection. The total number of the sensors that
populate the dome is determined by the dimension of the sensor and the surface area of the dome. In our prototype, we
constructed a SDI with more than 200 light sensors attached

IT =(Ib + ε Id )Rb + Id (1 − ε)(
+ Iρg (

p
1 + cos β
β
(1 + Ib /I sin3 )
2
2

1 − cos β
),
2

where ε = Ib /Io , the subscript b stands for beam, the subscript d stands for diffuse, the subscript o stands for extraterrestrial, and Rb is a time-averaged angle ratio calculated every interval of 10 minutes (see page 91 of [5]). We define the
atmosphere efficiency as η = I/Io and define the following
parameters for each slope:

Ai =

1 + cos βi
1 − cos βi
βi
Bi = sin3
Ci = ρg
,
2
2
2

where ρg is the glazing transmittance. We also define f =
p
Ib /I, so that the ratio of total irradiance in each inclined

Figure 3. (a) Angle definitions of DNI beam and a tilted surface. Solar zenith angle is θz , whereas solar azimuth angle
and solar altitude angle are γs and αs respectively. The slope of the tilted surface is β and surface azimuth angle is γ. (b)
Top view showing the solar azimuth angle (from [5]).
plane (a value measured with the instrument) to the total horizontal irradiance (also measured with redundancy at the top
of the dome) is given by
ITi
= f 2 (1+η(1− f 2 ))+(1− f 2 )(1−η f 2 )Ai (1+ f Bi )+Ci .
I
(2)
Since we measure both I at the top of the dome and ITi
for all adjacent surfaces, we can determine the value of η (Io
is known) and f from our multiple measurements for each
sloped sensor. The value of f is recovered and treated statistically from the equation above to produce a reliable measure of DNI without requiring an instrument with moving
parts. Additional characterization of the circumsolar diffuse
radiation and the horizon-brightening components of the total irradiance beam can be achieved by expanding upon the
simple methodology described above.
With multiples measurements of IT i and redundant data
for I, we can use this method to accurately determine the
hourly cloudiness index kT , and thus calculate DNI with a
given degree of certainty that will be determined by the calibration process. The redundancy of the data sets will allow
us to use infinite statistics to determine most likely values of
DNI for a variety of atmospheric conditions.

4

SDI Prototype

In this section, we present a prototype SDI with 206 light
sensors constructed based on the overall design principles
discussed in the previous section. We first explain our
choices of the solar irradiance sensor of our prototype, then
describe the dome design and construction.

Table 1. List of solar irradiance sensors tested
Sensor Type
Sensor Part# Spectral Range
Photodiode
BPW21R
350-750nm
Photodiode
BS120E0F
400-800nm
PIN Photodiode
PD333
400-1100nm
Light/Volt Converter
OPT101
320-1100nm

4.1

Solar Irradiance Sensor

As a critical component of SDI, the solar irradiance sensor
largely determines the sensitivity and precision of the device.
We experimented with different kinds of light sensors before
narrowing down our choice of sensors. Table 1 lists four different types of sensors under our extended evaluation, along
with their spectral bandwidth ranges. The photodiode works
as follows: when light falls on the active area of the device,
a photocurrent is generated proportional to the amount of incident light. By connecting a load resistor (RL ) across the
photodiode, we can measure the voltage across RL , which is
proportional to the amount of incident light. In our case, we
use RL = 1kΩ. The light to voltage converter was in IC form
with integrated photodiodes and opamp circuitry. We created a PCB to mount these sensors and measured the sensor
voltage readings using a Campbell Scientific CR1000 datalogger. Our sensors were co-located with an Eppley Precision Spectral Pyranometer (PSP) [20] and a Total Sky Imager
(TSI) in our university campus solar observatory. Eppley
PSP is a radiometer designed for the measurement of total
solar radiation (or GHI). Images of the sky are taken at 20
seconds intervals at the solar observatory station using Yankee Environmental Systems, Inc. TSI-880 instrument [21].
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Figure 8. Left: top-down view of the prototype dome. Right: Dome deployed in the solar observatory.
We recorded readings from our sensors and the PSP from
April-July 2011. The goals of this evaluation were two-fold:
(i) to see how well our COTS sensors measure the total solar
radiation in comparison to the Eppley PSP from the solar observatory, and (ii) to see if these off-the-self sensors are able
to withstand the harsh conditions (temperature, dust) of an
outdoor deployment.
We first discuss the data from our study between AprilJune 2011. Figure 4 shows the readings of GHI from the
Eppley PSP and corresponding voltage readings from our solar irradiance sensors for a representative subset of the days.
Figure 5 shows the scatter plots of the voltage readings from
each sensor and GHI. From Figures 4 and 5, we can observe
that out of the 4 sensors, the PD333 output shows the best
correlation with the GHI. The BPW21R and BS120E sensors
displayed a bimodal output indicating that they are prone to
saturation, and are unable to capture the solar irradiance dynamics. The OPT101 sensor was also saturated, did not display any correlation.
Based on this data, we decided to proceed with the PD333
PIN photodiode sensor. To improve the correlation between
GHI and our sensor, we decided to reduce the saturation effect using a neutral density filter. A neutral density filter reduces and/or modifies intensity of all wavelengths or colors
of light equally, thus making it ideal for purpose of reducing
the saturation effects. From Figure 6, we observe that the
PD333 sensor shows even better correlation with respect to

GHI when we introduce a neutral density filter. The Pearson’s coefficient between the two is 0.98, indicating very
good correlation. Thus, using the PD333 with a neutral density filter is a good choice for inexpensive sensing of solar
irradiance.

4.2

Dome Specification

Next, we construct the dome by installing the disk-shaped
solar irradiance sensors (PD333 light sensor with neutral
density filter) on the outside of an acrylic dome. The physical dimension of the dome, as well as the photos of the actual
dome, are shown in Figure 7 and 8.
As shown in Figure 7(a), the acrylic dome has a diameter
of 50 centimeters, whereas the diameter of the sensor is 3.5
centimeters. To evenly distribute the sensors, we divide the
cross-section of the dome into 17 segments with 10.6◦ , such
that the surface of each segment can hold just one sensor. A
top-down view of the finished prototype dome is pictured in
Figure 8(a), and Figure 8(b) shows the dome deployed in the
solar observatory. The white disks with red rim are the neutral density filters, and the PD333 light sensors are directly
attached underneath the neutral density filters by small plastic cups. The cups also fix the sensors in the holes drilled on
the dome and guide the wires from the sensor into the inside
of the dome. The wires extending from the sensors are divided into 13 groups, each group accounts for the wires from
16 sensors, except for the last group which only accounts for
the remaining 14 sensors. The groups of wires are connected

to the data collection unit which queries the sensor for solar
irradiance in a round-robin fashion.

4.2.1

Data Collection Unit

The role of the data collection unit is to continuously
query the solar irradiance sensors for irradiation data, and
store or transmit the data using a base station computer.
However, due to the large number of sensors, it is impossible to directly connect the wires from the sensors to a single
base station. Therefore, we utilize analog signal multiplexers to aggregate the data to the centralized base station. The
overall schematic of the data collection unit is shown in Figure 7(b).
A multiplexer (mux in Figure 7(b)) is a device that accepts
several analog or digital input signals (labeled as CHAN) and
forwards one of them as its output (labeled as OUT) based on
the input from the selection line (labeled as SEL). As shown
in Figure 7(b), we adopt a hierarchical structure to facilitate
the management of the sensor inputs. The input from the
sensors is first directed to 13 multiplexers (mux1 – mux13),
whereas the output of these multiplexers are used as the input of mux0, a group selection multiplexer. The base station
accepts the output from mux0 and controls the line selection
of all multiplexers through two SEL lines: one for mux0 as
the group select, and another one for mux1 to mux 13 as the
sensor select. In our prototype we use an Arduino Mega as
the base station.
In one round of data collection, the base station first sets
the SEL line of mux0 to 0, which tells mux0 to output the
signals from channel 0, which is wired to mux1 in our case.
Then, the base station iterates the sensor SEL line of mux1
from 0 to 15, corresponding the sensors number 1 to 16 in
group one. Once the reading of the first group is finished,
the base station selects the next group and repeats the process. Note that as the SEL lines for mux1 to mux13 are connected together, the base station can use a single line to select the sensors in the current group set by mux0. Based on
our experiments, the Arduino Mega can collect the readings
from all the 206 sensors once every second. The collected
data is subsequently transmitted to a centralized database for
storage.

4.3

SDI Acquisition and Operational Costs

In this section we evaluate the SDI acquisition costs and
qualitatively estimate the operational costs when running
over longer periods of time.
Table 2 shows the detailed SDI components’ costs. The
current estimated cost, including components, assembly,
testing and markup pricing is less than ∼$795. For reference,
state-of-the-art instruments to measure GHI, DHI and DNI,
such as the Multi-Filter Rotating Shadowband Radiometer
(MFR-7) developed by Yankee Environmental Systems [21]
costs $17K, and the NIP/PSP with Solar Tracker and Shade
Disk Kit solar irradiance measurement unit from The Eppley
Laboratory costs $25K. The SDI prototype cost is between
20 and 30 times cheaper that the current state-of-the-art instruments available in the market.
It is important to point out that the current estimated cost
is for our first prototype, and further costs reductions could
be obtained when actually producing a commercial product.

Table 2. SDI Breakout Cost
Component Description
Qty. Unit $
Everlight EL-PD333-3C
206 0.388
3/8”x12”x12” PTFE Sheet
1 97.42
MXU TI CD74HC4067
16
4.26
Custom Interface Board
1 12.30
Arduino Mega 2560
1 59.00
Acrylic Domes 20”
2 35.00
Electrical Fan
1 12.00
Pelican Case (outdoor rated)
1 98.00
Miscellany (cables, o-rings)
1 50.00
Labor Costs ($25/hour)
5 25.00
Total Cost
18% Markup Price
Selling Price

Total $
79.93
97.42
68.16
12.30
59.00
70.00
12.00
98.00
50.00
125.00
671.81
120.93
792.74

There are many things that could be done to drive down
costs. First, many of the components are not being bought
in bulk, which can drive the components’ prices down. Second, as our results in Section 5.3.2 show, the unit could be
made much more compact without much increase in overall
measuring error. Currently, we have 206 sensors installed in
the SDI prototype, and our results indicate that the SDI unit
could be manufactured with an order of magnitude less sensors (∼20 sensors) without significant increase in GHI, DNI
and DHI measurement errors. This order of magnitude reduction can drastically reduce not only the cost of the light
sensors, but also the number of diffusers, multiplexers, dome
sizes, o-rings, cables, size of the case and additional materials, as well as manufacturing labor costs, creating a cascade
effect. Finally, further costs reductions could be achieved
by covering the whole dome in a diffuser material instead of
adapting each diffuser to each sensor individually. We leave
these and further cost reduction measures for future work.
Another important aspect of the overall cost to be considered is the operational and maintenance costs. The majority of the sensors currently used to measure solar irradiance in general, and more specifically DNI, require significant human resources to maintain and keep the sensors operational. The most common problem is the accumulation
of dirt and dust on the sensor surfaces, that requires specialized crews to clean up the instrumentation periodically, as
often as a couple of times per week depending on weather
conditions. The SDI instrument has two main advantages
with respect to the state-of-the-art instruments available in
the market. First, it has no moving mechanical parts, which
significantly reduces the failures of the mechanical components (solar tracker, shadowing bands, etc.). Second, the SDI
uses a Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) diffuser (most commonly known as Teflon). This material is hydrophobic, i.e.
neither water nor water-containing substances wet the material, making it ideal for outdoor applications exposed to rain
and dust. Furthermore, PTFE has a very low coefficient of
friction (∼0.05–0.10), meaning substances have a hard time
sticking to it, and are very easily removed. In our experiments we did not test the prototype over a longer enough
periods of time to determine quantitatively the MTBF and
to more precisely estimate operational and maintance costs,
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Figure 9. Measured GHI, DHI and DNI calculated using Equation 3.
but we strongly believe that based on the design (no moving parts) and materials used (PTFE diffusers) that the SDI
should have significantly lower maintenance costs over the
life cycle of the device compared with other instruments.

5

Evaluation

This section reports the primarily results of the prototype
SDI deployed in the solar observatory co-located with MFR7, a high precision solar insolation measurement device with
a shadow band.

5.1

Experimental Settings

The prototype SDI was evaluated experimentally in the solar
observatory in our local campus during June 22 to July 19,
2012. The weather during this period was mostly sunny with
a few cloudy days. The dome was deployed on a flat wooden
rack, and the direction of the sensors were noted for calculating the angle between the solar beam and the sensing surface.
The Arduino Mega used in the data collection unit was connected to a Linux computer that buffered the sensor readings
and periodically sent readings to the campus network.
A MFR-7 is co-located at the same site to provide the
ground truth data for GHI, DHI and DHI. The time granularity of the MFR-7 is one minute, i.e., it reports a new set of
readings every minute, whereas the prototype SDI updates
the sensor readings every second. To align with the ground
truth data, SDI readings are subsampled to one minute granularity using the mean value of the readings gathered during the subsampled minute. In total, we gathered over one
million data points from the prototype SDI during the deployment, corresponding to more than 300 hours of solar irradiance measurements. Next, we present the performance

results in terms of SDI measurement errors with respect to
the MFR-7.

5.2

Direct Measurement Results

As discussed in Section 3, the SDI can directly measure
global irradiance GHI with the sensors at the top of the dome,
and the diffuse irradiance DHI with the sensors at the edge.
With GHI and DHI known, DNI can be directly calculated
with the following equation:
DNI =

GHI − DHI
cos θz

(3)

where θz is the solar zenith angle [5]. The solar zenith angle
at any time of the day can be easily computed with the coordinate information of the deployment site, therefore an intuitive method to obtain DNI is to find the sensors that most
accurately measure GHI and DHI, and then compute DNI
based on Equation (3) and θz .
Figure 9 shows the overall GHI and DHI measurements
for the entire dataset, as well as the DNI calculated from
GHI and DHI using Equation (3). The GHI measurements
are collected from sensor #1 which is located on the very
top of the dome. DHI measurements are from sensor #161, a
sensor located on the rim of the dome. The solar zenith angle
θz in the equation is computed based on the timestamp of the
sensor readings and the coordinate of the local solar observatory (longitude:-120.429345, latitude: 37.361843, altitude:
51.647m) using the algorithm presented in [16].
The top plot in Figure 9 shows the measured GHI along
with the ground truth GHI from MFR-7. It can be observed
that the measured GHI follows the ground truth closely
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Figure 10. Linear fit of GHI, DHI and DNI calculated using Equation 3. The input dimension is 10, i.e. 10 sensors are
used as the input for each model.
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with a Normalized Rooted Mean Squared Error (NRMSE)
of 0.05. This result confirms the results presented in Section 4.1: the PD333 light sensor can correctly map the corresponding sensor readings to solar irradiance with an mean
error less than 5% of the GHI value. The middle plot in
Figure 10 shows that in the case of DHI, the measurement
accuracy is worse than GHI with a NRMSE close to 0.1. In
the bottom plot of Figure 10, we see that the NRMSE of the
DNI calculated by Equation (3) is about 0.15, higher than
GHI and DHI. We suspect the error presented in Figure 9
is mainly caused by inaccurate measurements of the sensor direction, hence affecting the accuracy of GHI and DHI
measurement. Moreover, the error from the GHI and DHI
measurements are cumulative when calculating DNI results,
causing the increased error.
To further explore the measurement accuracy of different sensors, we picked 9 sensors with the most correlated
readings with respect to GHI and DHI, and computed the
NRMSE based on the measurements from these sensors.
Figure 11 presents the measurement error (NRMSE) with respect to the sensor ID. The sensor IDs presented in the x-axis
denote the sensors with the best GHI measurements, where
the blue, green and red curve present the NRMSE of GHI,
DHI and DNI correspondingly. Note that although all the
sensors are located on the top of the dome, only sensors #
1, 18, 55, 77 and 78 provide the most accurate measurements (NRMSE ≈ 0.05). On the other hand, the accuracy
of DHI measurement is close to 0.1 for all the 9 picked sensors, showing that the measurement of diffused light is almost uniform for the sensors around the rim of the dome.
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Figure 11. NRMSE as a function of different sensors.
The calculated DNI values show NRMSE of 0.12 in the best
case (using sensor #1 for GHI measurement, #161 as DHI
measurement).
These results show the best accuracy we can obtain with
single, hand picked sensors. In the next section, we try to
use multiple sensor reading to improve the measurement accuracy with curve fitting methods.

5.3

Curve Fitting Method Results

As discussed in Section 3, a major advantage of SDI is that
there are multiple sensors available for solar irradiance measurement. Therefore, with the help of machine learning models, we can use readings from multiple sensors as the input of
a model, and train the model to fit to the desired target output,
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which might be corrected by inferring the actual angle of
incidence of the sensors with the method introduced in Section 3.3. We leave this improvement to future work.
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Figure 12. NRMSE as a function of varying number of
sensors for model input.
i.e., GHI, DHI and DNI. This machine learning approach allow us to create models fit with multiple dimensional input
matrix from any number of sensors, and hopefully provide
better accuracy than using any single sensor. We first present
the results from using linear fit model, and then briefly discuss the results of using an artificial neural network as the
curve fitting model.

5.3.1

Linear Fit Model

To create a curve fitting model, we need to first establish the
correlation between the raw sensor reading and the actual irradiance value. Noticing that Figure 6 shows the relationship
between GHI and the sensor reading is mostly linear, an efficient approach to establish this correlation is to train a linear
model with a training dataset, and then use the trained model
to convert the sensor reading to solar irradiance.
In our evaluation, we use the first 20% of the total dataset
(roughly corresponding to 7 days worth of data) as the training dataset to train the linear fit models that map the sensor readings to GHI and DHI respectively. As seen in Figure 8(a), there are about 10 sensors installed on the top part of
the dome, therefore we include these 10 sensors as the input
of the GHI linear fit model. Similarly, the DHI model adopts
10 sensors from the bottom rim of the dome, as they mostly
correspond to the diffused irradiance. Figure 10 shows the
overall fit of the linear models for the entire dataset, as well
as DNI calculated from GHI and DHI using Equation (3).
The solar zenith angle z in the equation is computed based
on the timestamp of the sensor readings.
The top plot in Figure 10 shows the predicted GHI computed by the trained linear model, along with the ground
truth GHI from MFR-7. We notice that the predicted GHI
follows the ground truth closely with a Normalized Rooted
Mean Squared Error (NRMSE) of 0.05. This result indicates
that the linear model can correctly map the corresponding
sensor readings to GHI with an mean error less than 5% of
the GHI value. The middle plot in Figure 10 shows similar
results in the case of DHI, with NRMSE less than 0.06. However, in the bottom plot of Figure 10, we see that the NRMSE
of the DNI calculated by Equation (3) is about 0.13, higher
than GHI and DHI. We suspect this increased error is mainly
caused by inaccurate measurements of the sensor direction,

Precision Gain with Multiple Sensors

As discussed in the previous section, an advantage of SDI
is that it can consider readings from multiple sensors to improve the precision of the measurement result. To further
quantify this point, we plot the NRMSE with respect to the
number of sensors used in the input in Figure 12.
From Figure 12, it is apparent that as the linear model incorporates more sensors, the error (NRMSE) decreases for
GHI, DHI and DNI. For example, with 5 sensors as input,
the linear model predicts DHI with more than 0.08 NRMSE,
whereas with 50 sensor input, the prediction error of DHI reduces to less than 0.05. We can also observe that the trend of
error reduction slows down after 20 sensors, which implies
a dome with 20 well placed sensors can perform similarly
compared to domes with significantly larger number of sensors. This observation can be viewed as an important design
guideline in the future iteration of SDI.

5.3.3

Artificial Neural Network Model

In order to further explore the possible gain of using the modeling approach, we also employed an artificial neural network (ANN) as the fitting model. Artificial neural network,
when used in curve fitting, can create non-linear models that
fit to complicated correlations. Figure 13 presents the measurement error with respect to the number of input sensors
using two ANN models respectively.
Figure 13(a) presents the measurement error using a standard backpropagation ANN model with 1 hidden layer comprised of 20 hidden units. The training and testing datasets
are the same with the linear models. In general, the GHI results shown in Figure 13(a) are similar to the linear model,
but GHI, DHI and DNI accuracy is better than the linear fit
results. In particular, the NRMSE of DNI is typically lower
than 0.1, and has a best (lower) value of 0.0693, which is
significantly better than the 0.13 error of the linear model.
Furthermore, the GHI and DHI errors are also reduced, being typically lower than 0.04 and 0.03, and best (lower) error
values of 0.0284 and 0.0217 respectively. This encouraging
result indicates that ANN can improve the measurement accuracy significantly.
In Figure 13(b), we increased the complexity of the ANN
model by using an ANN model with 2 hidden layer, with
each layer containing 20 hidden units. As shown in Figure 13(b), the measurement error is actually worse than the
single layer ANN, which implies that the 2-layer ANN might
be over-fitting to the training data, thus decreasing the overall accuracy of the model and not generalizing quite well to
testing data. Further exploration of ANN model parameter
selection is left for future work.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes the Solar Dome Instrument (SDI), a
novel low-cost solar irradiance measurement device built using commercial-off-the-shelf components. The SDI provides
global irradiance (GHI), diffuse irradiance (DHI) and direct
normal irradiance (DNI) with a slightly lower accuracy than
state-of-the-art instruments, such as NIP/PSP and MFR-7,
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Figure 13. Measurement error (NRMSE) as a function of the number of sensors as input of the ANN model.
but with a cost 20 to 30 times lower. The proposed SDI design eliminates any moving parts and adopts a simple physical structure, which is easy to deploy and maintain. A significant advantage of the simple structure and the low cost
of SDI is that multiple SDIs can be potentially be deployed
at multiple locations without much economical cost both in
terms of instrument acquisition and maintenance, and therefore enabling users to obtain very accurate solar irradiance
data at much larger spatial and temporal scales. The prototype implementation of SDI shows that the accuracy of GHI
and DHI measurements has less than 3% error, whereas the
error rate of DNI measurement is lower than 7% when using an ANN fit model. Future improvements of SDI include
better DNI computation methodology and reduction in the
number of sensors per dome to further decrease cost.
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